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Murder very differen meaning interpretative according to importance of sides which looking into 

it. A occurence possible can be referred a murder doing an injustice by other party, but possible 

also considered to be action defend x'self, fighting for rights, fighting for global injustice, 

treatment of global dehumanisasi strong and big nations to weak nations. 

This research type the used descriptive with analysis of deskripsi qualitative. Method to get 

picture and information concerning this research, researcher use the source of data of primary 

data and data of sekunder. Primary data obtained from result of interview and observation with 

research subyek, while data of sekunder obtained from result of documentation, data and internet 

written is other. 

Result of research depict that there is head victim him more and more to agree that beside 

problem of murder pertained as serious threat of world and nation, also on the other side its 

impact very felt to life of society. Finally of society of grasp fear, who is not afraid and disturbed 

its peacefulness if at any times its soul can float in hand perpetrator of murder. Condition of 

society which grasp this fear equal to smirched by its basic rights, which ideally free life and 

peaceful from threat perpetrator of murder. 

murder is Housewife (Ms. MD) to child contain him classified as murder which do not be 

intended. Ms. MD is not at all there is intention kill its child. In this event at condition of stres 

confuse to think of pressure of its parent in law every day to become rich family in this monetary 

crisis. Ms. MD anxious for listen go desire of parent in law but when condition of economics do 

not one vision do still have to be forced.  

 


